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The main mission of the International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) is to develop
inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people worldwide, who can help to create a better
and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. The International
Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program (DP) was established in 1968, by teachers at the
International School of Geneva. The DP program provides students with a balanced education,
and promotes international understanding. The program is taught to students aged 16-19. As
of 22 May 2015, there are 2,795 schools offering the DP, in 143 different countries worldwide.
The National Test for University Admissions in Japan, often referred to as the “center test,”
(CT) is made up of standardized exams that are required for applicants to the 82 national
universities and 74 municipal universities as the first stage of the screening process. With the
ongoing reformation of the CT and Japanese high school education, it is interesting to learn
about the IBDP assessment process as a standardized global educational program.
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Table 1

IBDP Educ ation

3 year course prreparing students for Admission
into Japanese Universities

Comprehensive 2 year course preparing students for Admission
into Universities Worldwide

Standard course focused on passisng the JCT

Standard course also focusing on Communication and Research Skills

Promotes deeper learning of specific subjects

Promotes deeper learning of specific subjects + student engagement

Challenges students to pursue academic excellence

Challenges students to pursue academic excellence + passion
outside the classroom

Career oriented realistic approach

Holistic Approach

Students master knowledge without challenging it

Students aquire knowledge by asking questions and considering
multiple viewpoints

Students concentrate on their main academic goals

Students concentrate on academic goals + how their actions
can have an impact on themselves and their surroundings

Dif feren ce s betwee n Japane se High Sc hool Educ ation ( JHSE) an d IBDP Educ ation
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JCT

IB DP

Standardized exam as a first step for entrance into 82
National and 74 Minucipal Universities in Japan

An internationally recognized program designed with basic academic
skills and life skills for University admission globally

Students are tested on 5 subjects as well as sub-topics:

Students are required to study six subjects and a curriculum core

Total Score is 900. There is no passing score.
*Minimum scores required for entrance into University
is decided by each individual University

Total score is 45. The passing score is 24.
*Minimum scores required for entrance into University
is decided by each individual University

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) only

No Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)

Content based. Memorization skills are also necessary.

Emphasizes academic, atheletic, cultural and social skils.

No long answers; no essay

Involves more writing and includes a compulsory 4000 words essay

Held once a year in January

Given twice a year in May and November

Challenges students in the areas of strength

Challenges students in the areas of strength and weakness

Table 2

Differenc es between Japanese Cente r Test (JCT) an d In te rn ation al Baccalaureate Diploma (IBDP)

Stages o f DP Assessment Process
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 3

Internal Assessment
Marking
Standardization
Markbands
Moderation of External Assessment
Moderation of Internal Assessment
Grade awarding and Aggregation
DP Scores and Grading
Final Award committee
Publicaiton of Results

IB Diploma Program Assessment Process
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which takes place about 35 days after the
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Methods suggested for adoption from IBDP
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practice.
Finally, after getting a clearer picture of the
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Statistical Bulletin.
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Examining College Readiness.
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Educators in Japan can help Japanese

Entrance Examination.
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through
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encouraging

Education: Policy Debates and Realities.

students to understand issues from multiple

Nagoya Koto Kyuiku Kenkyu No. 9.

perspectives, which in turn can promote
global thinking and ensure world peace in
the long run. Nevertheless, the students’
final choice eventually depends on

the

students’ individual academic goals.
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